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The key to making significant gains from the cryptocurrency market is to invest early. You need to
get tokens before word gets out and investors flood the market, driving the price through the roof.
New ventures with bold goals and achievable timelines should be prioritized above overpriced assets
with high market capitalization.

This article presents the Battle Infinity Price Forecast in 2022. Battle Infinity is a metaverse-focused,
play-to-win gaming platform that revolutionizes the blockchain gaming industry. The rationale for
the estimated cost is examined as well, including how the project’s goals and current progress
support it.

Battle Infinity Price Forecast in 2022
In 2018, Battle Infinity is one of the most looked-forward-to releases. Even though the project was
just recently revealed, it has already received a lot of attention from the crypto community. In
addition to playing and battling, players in Battle Infinity can also earn, communicate with other
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players, explore, and discover new areas of the virtual world. There are now six products in
development catering to players in the NFT, DeFi, and gaming industries, creating a comprehensive
ecosystem. Battle Infinity’s several revenue models provide players the chance to transform their
pastime into a lucrative career. The Battle Infinity ecosystem is only accessible with the IBAT token.

The project is now in the presale stage, which is expected to remain for 90 days. The current
exchange rate is 1 BNB = 166,666.66 IBAT. The token will thereafter be listed on major
cryptocurrency exchanges including PancakeSwap. When listed on PancakeSwap, IBAT is expected
to have high demand, as is the case with other authentic tokens with sound white papers. We
anticipate a 30X-40X increase in pricing during the next few hours. Battle Infinity has an aggressive
road map that can quickly close the gap even if the price drops in the coming days due to the
inevitable early-stage dumps.

The next phase of the roadmap, for instance, details the introduction of the Battle Swap testnet, the
introduction of the Battle Swap mainnet, the introduction of the Battle Infinity Dapp Alpha (Google
Play Store), and the introduction of the Battle Swap goods store. Despite the lack of detail in the
roadmap, we anticipate significant progress in Battle Infinity this year. IBAT might skyrocket as
much as 50 times by the end of 2022 if the project succeeds in developing its products and
increasing its media presence through influencer marketing and community events.
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Long-Term Battle Infinity Price Forecast
As soon as Battle Infinity distributes its products and games, the IBAT token’s value will be driven
solely by utility, rather than speculation. Access to Battle Infinity games, in-game purchases, and
staking are just a few of the many ways IBAT tokens can be put to use in the ecosystem. The plan
lays out the major steps, such as integrating a physical map and promoting the product through
celebrity endorsements and strategic alliances.

Since no other game just like Battle Infinity exists, it stands to reason that this series will quickly
amass a sizable following in the coming years. Experts in the crypto sector and among crypto fans
believe Battle Infinity will replace Axie Infinity. Battle Infinity, in all honesty, has a more robust
gameplay and ecosystem than Axie Infinity. In contrast to Axie Infinity, which relies on a
straightforward breeding system to keep players engaged, Battle Infinity introduces a number of
fantasy sports games to the metaverse. One of the most promising cryptocurrencies in the works,
thanks to the team’s dedication to solid technical development and long-term success.

As the number of users increases in the next stages of growth, the demand for the token will
increase in tandem, making early-stage investors very wealthy.
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Battle Infinity, Explained
Here’s a quick primer on the upcoming 100X crypto project if you’ve just heard about Battle Infinity
through word of mouth or a chance web encounter.

Video game platform Battle Infinity introduces a variety of pay-to-win combat games into the
metaverse. The IBAT Battle Arena is a virtual world where people from all around the world can
compete in high-stakes games. Unlike on other gaming platforms, here you do more than just play
and fight. You can also accumulate prizes in the form of IBAT tokens, which have an actual market
worth. You can turn your pastime into a source of revenue by buying and selling them on a stock
exchange. How does that sound? This isn’t all of it. Battle Infinity will be a metaverse where players
can engage with one another, hold and attend events, and fully immerse themselves in a simulated
world.

The goal of the project is to use blockchain and metaverse technology to usher in a new era of
gaming. If all goes according to plan, Battle Infinity will be an open, accessible, and equitable
community where all players and artists have full control over their virtual possessions and
intellectual property.
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Why Battle Infinity Might Be the Next 100X Project
The Battle Infinity presale has officially begun, and in just the first three days, 500 BNB (about
$110,000) has been raised. Given the early stage of development and the fact that the 90-day presale
began without any prior promotion, the positive response bodes well for IBAT’s future expansion. If
the presale keeps going like this, the coin will be sold out before its expected release date.

This is why we think Battle Infinity has the potential to become the next 100X crypto initiative.

According to fresh findings from McKinsey & Co., the value of the metaverse might reach $5 trillion
by 2030. “The metaverse is too large for businesses to ignore,” the paper states. Battle Infinity is the
first play-to-earn gaming ecosystem built on the blockchain, which will be available in the growing
metaverse. It incorporates cutting-edge innovations to produce an engaging, dynamic setting in
which gamers can earn a living from their talents.

The projected CAGR for the fantasy sports industry between 2021 and 2027 is 13.9%, which would
lead to a market size of $48.6 billion by 2027. Metaverse, cryptocurrency, and NFT integrations give
Battle Infinity a leg up on the competition.
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As we have shown, even the most widely used project might fail suddenly owing to technological
flaws. To guarantee the items are suitable for widespread usage, Battle Infinity subjects them to
rigorous testing and auditing procedures.

BSC is the foundation of Battle Infinity and is often regarded as a more scalable alternative to
Ethereum and other widely used blockchains. Due to the reduced transaction times and costs,
gamers can play uninterrupted.

The team behind Battle Infinity consists of experts from a variety of fields, each with their own
technical and creative expertise. In the cryptocurrency market, their decision to go public with their
identities is a very bullish indicator. The team’s previous successes provide them credibility for this
endeavor. There is a cap of 10.5% of available IBAT tokens per team.

Conclusion
Due to Battle Infinity’s robust ecosystem, IBAT has the potential to become the next crypto token to
increase in value by a factor of 100 or more. By the end of the year, the token’s value might exceed
US $0.075 if the project follows its roadmap. In 2023, it has the potential to reach an all-time high of
0.1875 thanks to the introduction of novel products and the expansion of the ecosystem at large.

 

Want to Know more about Battle Infinity ? You can click BTCC for more information!

Founded in June 2011, BTCC is a cryptocurrency exchange based in Europe. We are dedicated to
making crypto trading reliable and accessible to everyone. As the world’s longest-running
cryptocurrency exchange, BTCC has always put a strong emphasis on improving every aspect of
trading, striving to create a fair trading atmosphere for all crypto lovers around the world.

With the help of differentiation strategy, BTCC has steadily grown in markets with different
customer groups, meeting the needs of all levels of investors from beginners to professionals. Our
demo trading account as well as our daily, weekly, and perpetual futures suit the preferences and
goals of different investors.

Look more: BTCC vs ByBit in 2022: Is BTCC Superior to ByBit?
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